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Details of Visit:

Author: Jazzyx
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 17 Jun 2011 10:30
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07855000245

The Premises:

I dont know if i am allowed to mention Hotel names here but Kareena is located in a good quality up
market hotel, her suite is perfect with everything catered for.

Its easy enough to find, lets just say it's a big one and you cant miss it.

There is loads of parking, however i would mention that you should make sure that you have some
change/cash with you for the parking machine.

The Lady:

perfect in every way possible!

The Story:

I had the pleasure of having Kareena for breakfast in more ways than one ;-)

WOW what can i say guys, i have seen Kareena a few times before, but this was the 1st time i have
seen her after her breast enchantment sugary, and wow what a good job the surgeon has done,
they look and feel 100% natural, the nipples look fabulous and are still very sensitive.

Ever fancied an Indian ? look no further Kareena has the perfect mix and balance between east and
west. It has been a altime fantasy of myn to see a Indian lady, Kareena is just perfect in so many
ways, beautiful eyes, a curvaceous figure, her hair is so smooth and silky and best of all she tastes
totally divine.

A work of caution guys please be gentle with this lovey lady for the next few weeks as she has
recently had her assets enhanced.

Kareena is most deff not a clock watcher and i genuinely get the feeling that she actually enjoyed
the time which we spent together.

I can not recommend her highly enough.

It was not the first and deff not the last time i see Kareena, Look after her guys she is a real star !
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